USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10204.05
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CSO_Shras says:
:: On the bridge getting ready for undocking procedures ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::strides regally onto the bridge and the few steps to her post from the TL::
FCO_Fa says:
::walks onto the bridge and looks around, trying to get her bearings before "work" begins::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks through the halls of the Geneva  to Main Engineering ::
CO_Tucker says:
::Enters the bridge and goes straight to his Ready room, gets some coffee and sits down behind his desk::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::in sickbay..::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::At tactical getting team captains to run various drills for the security personnel::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::mixing the yellow vile with the purple one::
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins to run checklists through the computer, again familiarizing herself with the consoles that surround her.... she is more efficient now, but still has much to increase in efficiency and usefulness to herself::
XO_Eden says:
::Walks onto the bridge in a fresh new uniform and sits in the command chair, not seeing the Captain anywhere in sight::
FCO_Fa says:
::walks down the ramp towards the flight's chair, passing by the CSO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Racing back to quarters with Goliath in toe, Bauer is wearing swimwear and is dripping water in the halls of the Geneva::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::eyes the vile as it turns green::
Host Bob_SM says:
CAPTAIN TUCKER HAS RECEIVED THE CLASSIFIED ORDERS FOR THE NEXT ASSIGNMENT. THE ORDERS ARE ALREADY WAITING FOR HIS EYES ONLY ON HIS CONSOLE IN HIS READY ROOM
EO_Chapu says:
:: As soon as he enters ENG, he is bombarded with his Engineers and reports ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::With emphasis on repelling boarders::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::scratches head:: self: no.. Err.. It should be pink..
CNS_Bauer says:
::Upon arrival he does a quick shower and change::
CO_Tucker says:
::begins reading the new orders::
FCO_Fa says:
::fixes her pants:: Self: These pants are 2 sizes too big!!
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits his office and walks into sickbay:: MO: Ms. Lurky, I am leaving you in charge of sickbay. Are you... able to handle that?
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::puts the green one down and goes to look for the rendered animal joint powder.. Aka jello::
OPS_Cailand says:
::notes to herself that all supplies thus far have been delivered and placed in their designated areas::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Attempts to collect the reports while hearing everyone out and getting things done ::
CNS_Bauer says:
Goliath: Gotta go see ya later
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
CMO: you are? Have you seen compound matrix 6?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits and goes to TL::  COMPUTER: Bridge, please.
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: No. However, this PADD... ::takes a PADD out of his medical bag:: ... this PADD should have the entire medicine inventory and where it has been stored.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: All science personnel is onboard
FCO_Fa says:
::pulls up her pants one last time and then settles in her seat, and immediately, starts to get familiarized with the console configurations::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Has gamma team run drills on the Holodeck 1 for the boarders and Omega team in Holodeck 2 running a Hostile environment drills in the rescue/ retrieval of personnel.::
CEO_McDowell says:
::storming down the access way onto the Geneva, quickly flashing his credentials to the guard::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
CMO: are you sure you wanna leave me here all by my little self? ::takes the PADD and holds it close to her face looking for the jello on the list::
CO_Tucker says:
::takes his time going over all the reports and attachments::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits TL , crosses bridge and rings chime on CO RR door::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: You could... talk to Ensign Berlin. She is usually in charge of sickbay when I am away.
EO_Chapu says:
:: gives orders to the Engineers (plainly to check the repairs and upgrades) and then takes the PADDs to the office for a run-down ::
XO_Eden says:
CSO: Good... what's the status on the rest of the crew?
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins on the set of supply lists, sensing but not fully noticing the entrance of the CNS on the bridge::
CEO_McDowell says:
::swiftly walking to the nearest TL not missing a beat:: Computer, please inform the Captain I am aboard and notify the duty chief engineer.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: I'll tell you in a second...
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
CMO: ok.. ::finds the jello:: ahh found it.. Hmmm.. Now all I need is a rubber chicken.. ::walks off::
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Is all your staff onboard?
CSO_Shras says:
*CMO*: Doctor is all your staff onboard?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CMO_Tunik*: Do you have any extra personnel that need some extra duty if so could you send some to the Holodecks to meet security teams in some drills.
CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Is your entire staff onboard chief?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Yes sir.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Enter.
XO_Eden says:
OPS:  How are you settling into OPS Ensign?  ::Turning around to see Cailand in a different uniform::
CO_Tucker says:
::Doesn’t even look up::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: All aboard and accountable.
EO_Chapu says:
:: drops the PADDs on the desk and as soon as he sits down, the computer informs him that the CEO is aboard ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow after hearing the MO's statement... then presses combadge:: *CSO*: All of my medical staff have logged in. I even have a few new crew. ::taps combadge again:: *CTO*: I can send a few to the Holodeck.
SB_OPS says:
@COM: Geneva: Geneva this is SB OPS, you may begin your power up at your convenience. Notify me when your systems are ready to switch to internal power.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her head and eyes slowly to meet the XO's:: XO: It suits me well Commander. 
EO_Chapu says:
Self:  Oh, great.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters RR:: CO: You Ok Sir, you took a bit to open the door.
CEO_McDowell says:
*CSO*: With all due respect, I just got aboard. I haven't even gotten my final transfer orders, much less my staff roster. Check with whoever the assistant engineer of this boat is.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Oh sorry... we just got some new orders.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::replicates a rubber chicken and goes to the lab.. Squeezes the chicken and it lets out a horrible squawk::
CSO_Shras says:
:: taps in the computer for the presence of all engineering staff onboard.... ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CMO*: Thanks Doc I will inform my teams that they are on the way. ::Then in forms both teams that medical staff are on their way to participate in the drill exercises::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: How can I be of service to you, Sir?
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Tactical and medical staff is all onboard; I am looking into the engineers
EO_Chapu says:
:: exits the office and goes about with the business at hand ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What are the new orders?
OPS_Cailand says:
COM: SB OPS: Understood. ::taps a few controls:: XO: We may begin powering up our systems. ::pauses for an affirmative answer from the XO::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Well, there was something that I wanted to discuss with you, but I really don't have the time with these new orders.  I have a whole lot to go over.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Flight is green, sir.  ::swivel around in her chair to face the Commander as she answers::
CMO_Tunik says:
::points to a few medical staff:: Medic Staff: It would be very appreciated if a handful of you reported to Lieutenant Asmodeius in the Holodeck. Thank you.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::finishes with the chicken and comes back out in to sickbay.. Setting it on the table:: CMO: there we go.. It’s all set for the home schoolers "how eggs are made" science session.. Complete with a jello egg laying rubber chicken.. Tee hee
CEO_McDowell says:
::steps off the TL, walks a few beats, and enters ME swiftly...:: Good morning, everyone. Hope things are doing well. ::sees the EO, gives a wry smile:: Mr. Chapu, nice to see you.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: All crew onboard and accounted for
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I see. Well then I'll just get out of your way. ::Stands, waiting to be dismissed::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Great, we'll depart once the Starbase gives us the OK.  Welcome Aboard by the way Lieutenant.
FCO_Fa says:
::smiles:: XO: Thank you, Commander.
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the MO with a curious expression... then looks at the chicken:: MO: Intriguing.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
:;goes back to the green vile::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Very well.  Thanks for your promptness Counselor.  I will talks to you later.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::puts the lid on it and shakes it hard::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  :: turns to see the CEO :: Lt.  Frankly, I wasn't expecting you this soon.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Fine. ::Exits RR::
FCO_Fa says:
::taps a few buttons, changing the configuration to suit her better::
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps combadge:: *CO*: Captain, are you free for ten minutes or less sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Crosses bridge::
CO_Tucker says:
::Continues reading his orders::
XO_Eden says:
::Nods:: OPS: Begin the power up sequence.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Moves to TL::
SB_OPS says:
@::prepares to give the Geneva clearance::
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns back to her console and begins powering up the Geneva, taking it just as Alec described to her......her graceful, long fingers work the console with ease::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Take us out once we get clearance.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the MO... Then, places a medical report in Berlin's able hands... then leaves sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters TL::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Checks with both teams to see how the drills are coming along, then goes over weapons systems as power comes online.::
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*: Engineering to Captain Tucker.  Everything checks out, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Deck 6, please.
XO_Eden says:
*CO*: We're preparing to depart sir.  ::Shifts in the chair::
FCO_Fa says:
::nods:: OPS: Ready when you are.
OPS_Cailand says:
COM: SB OPS: SB, we are ready to switch to internal power. Request clearance to leave dock..... ::taps consoles, monitoring the progress::
CO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Very well, notify Commander Eden.
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Oh, not at all, not at all. The earlier you are, the more on time you are. I trust my previous staff got things to decent order. Can I please have the latest warp drive efficiency profiles on my desk in about 15 minutes, please? Thanks. ::takes a moment to lay some stuff down on his chair, then immediately climbs up the ladder to the second level::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits TL on Deck 6::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: :: Looks at the CEO :: Sir, are you alright?
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge. ::taps combadge one more time:: *CO*: Tunik to Captain Tucker. Are you free?
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*: Yes, sir.
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: No, not at the moment.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Returns to quarters::
CMO_Tunik says:
::shifts weight as the turbolift stops:: *CO*: Could I... loiter until you are sir?
SB_OPS says:
@COM: Geneva: Geneva switching from external power now. Retracting umbilicals and mooring beams. Stand by for clearance.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Feeds dog::
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: I may be quiet a while, but feel free to wait on the bridge if you would like.
EO_Chapu says:
*XO*: ENG to Commander Eden.  All systems are go, ma'am.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::reads over the medical records Tunik gave her, logs them into the computer::
SB_OPS says:
@COM: Geneva: Geneva, you are cleared for departure. Good journey Geneva.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes next door to office::
OPS_Cailand says:
COM: SB OPS: Acknowledged. Geneva out. ::continues to monitor the situation, her eyes blinking once, slowly:: FCO: You are clear to depart.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the Bridge:: *CO*: Understood sir.
XO_Eden says:
*EO*: We're preparing to depart, keep an eye on those engines.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks at schedule:: SELF: Of course there's nothing here we just came back early from SL.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::As power comes online sees that everything checks out perfectly and that the Engineering staff has done another remarkable job of repairing the damages that the storm had caused to the systems::
OPS_Cailand says:
::Raine's sharp eyes continue to watch the read-outs, and she is pleased with what she is observing so far....::
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to the OPS officer and hands her a PADD:: OPS: Madison says that we have all the medical supplies we asked for. Here are... the listings of where we have... placed the new medical tools.
CEO_McDowell says:
::goes from station to station, checking over various readouts and getting up to speed with the ship's upkeep::
EO_Chapu says:
*XO*: Yes, ma'am.   Chapu' out.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up and accepts the PADD from the CMO:: CMO: Thank you....I shall update the checklists.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::sets the vile down and watches it::
CNS_Bauer says:
::utilizes time working on Psyche evaluation questionnaires::
CO_Tucker says:
::Continues reading his orders::
FCO_Fa says:
::fires up the pre-set sequences::
CSO_Shras says:
:: Move to the second central chair for the launch ::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::watches it turn white and foam::
OPS_Cailand says:
::briefly, Raine allows her betazoid mind to wonder the reaction of the CMO when she transferred out of Medical.... but, her Vulcan half smothers the thoughts and turns her mind back to the task at hand::
CEO_McDowell says:
::slides back down the ladder:: EO: How many duty shifts do you run this department with?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::As the Geneva pulls out and prepares to go to warp he checks to make sure deflector is up and running at peek conditions::
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Any idea of our orders? :: Not in a whisper but not loud enough for the rest to ear ::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::watches it dissolve the vile::
OPS_Cailand says:
::watches the progress of the FCO as well as the other systems...::
FCO_Fa says:
::closes up the airlock, and disembarks::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
Self: hmm.. ::scratches chin:: is it supposed to do that?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: :: turns to the CEO :: Three (3), sir.  Alpha, Beta, and Gamma
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues to monitor the systems by the central console ::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Engaging at one quarter impulse.  Once we're clear the starbase......  where should we go?
CO_Tucker says:
*XO*: Set course for the Tzenkethi/ Talarian Border of the Federation... Maximum warp. As soon as we are cleared to depart.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the OPS officer before running his medical tricorder over her... then walks to the XO:: XO: Commander, do you mind if I... run a few scans of the crew during duty? I'm currently testing a physiological hypothesis on the stress on the mind and stress on the body theory.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
::watches the foam turn pink and then fizz out::
XO_Eden says:
::Thinks, "Perfect timing."::  FCO: The Tzenkethi/Talarian Border at Max Warp.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CTO*: are you busy?
CEO_McDowell says:
::thinks for a moment, then nods:: EO: That should work, still. We have a lack of reaction rates in the secondary impulse drive, and fluctuations in two of the main EPS nodes. I would like to have those dealt with by the end of the week. But... Personnel is lagging and I haven't gotten the transfer orders. So officially, I will stay out of your way for now.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
:: As the reports come in from his teams on the progress of their respective drills he nods and comments to Omega team that they need to improve their times and to start over::
OPS_Cailand says:
::her hearing picks up the CMO's comment, and it peeks her interest immediately. Half of her mind begins pondering possible hypothesizes that could be done in accordance with Dr. Tunik's.....::
CO_Tucker says:
::Closes the files on his monitor and makes sure they are "Eyes Only" encrypted::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::marks that in her consoles and slowly takes the Geneva out, while the worker bees buzz around the ship::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO :  So, sir, technically, you have no authority over me so far, sir ?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*MO*: At present I am, but if it is important the drills can run themselves and systems checks can wait.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Distance to clear space, 15KM...  ::starts a count down::
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Not yet, correct. Rank, of course, but this is still technically your boat. Party while you can.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to check defensive and offensive systems out::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CTO*: I think I need to update your records..
CEO_McDowell says:
*MO*: McDowell to Sickbay... I trust the Starbase sent over my medical profile?
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CEO*: nope....
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*MO*: Do you need me in sickbay?
XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Not at all Doctor.  Call in officers as you need to.
EO_Chapu says:
Davis:  Davis, take 2 guys to the secondary Impulse and start them with the lag.  Then have yourself and a team go to the main EPS node system and go with that.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CTO*: if you have time...
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the XO with a peculiar look:: XO: I'm right next to you. ::runs some scans of her stress levels::
CO_Tucker says:
::Gets out of his chair and, taking a fresh cup of coffee with him, heads back on to the bridge::
CEO_McDowell says:
::mutters under his breath:: EO: Rule of thumb... Be nice to the doctors. They unfortunately have a knack for saving your life when the injector manifold decides to blow up in your face.
XO_Eden says:
::Wonders why the CO is moping around in his office longer than usual::
CEO_McDowell says:
*MO*: I am assuming, then, you'll want a physical... ::says "unfortunately" under his breath::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Puts that project aside to put together a report for the CO seeking permission for an idea I have::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Yes, sir.  I will.  But…..
CSO_Shras says:
:: sees the Captain and moves back to the science station ::
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CEO*: how about 19:00 hours?
XO_Eden says:
CMO: Sorry Tunik.  ::Watches the scanning device:: It's just a bit busy up here that's all.
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Report!
OPS_Cailand says:
::returns to her work on the console, updating the database from the PADD the CMO gave her.....she also continues to monitor the systems of the ship::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  May I be frank, sir?
CEO_McDowell says:
::curses:: Why does it always have to be at dinnertime... *MO*: I guess that will work.
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Always.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: 5Km... 4... 3.........2 ....  1...  ::looks up at the view screen as the Geneva clears::  We've cleared Starbase 245
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CEO*: ok.. Be sure not to eat 6 hours before hand..
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: I chose this time to run the scan.
EO_Blark says:
::finishes the last diagnostics for the warp core::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Heading towards the T/T border, maximum warp.
CMO_Tunik says:
::begins to slowly wander to the FCO.... with his medical tricorder::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Although, it may seem that we are loose with the staffing around here. . . .
XO_Eden says:
::Gets up and scoots over to her own chair::  CO: We've been granted clearance for departure.  ::Hearing the FCO:: Now clear of SB245 and on our way to the Tzenkethi Border.
EO_Blark says:
::drops the tool::
FCO_Fa says:
::feels someone nearby and glances over her shoulder to see some Vulcan with a tricorder in his hand::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*MO*: Do you need to see me now in sick bay?
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CTO*: yep
XO_Eden says:
CO: Any further orders sir?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  We get the job done.  Most of time, when they are not even on duty, sir, my people are helping each other out with problems that they are having...
CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Bring the Geneva to Yellow Alert.  We will remain there for the rest of this mission.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*MO*: On my way.
CEO_McDowell says:
::jumps in reaction to the dropped tool, looks over at Blark, then back at Chapu... listening::
FCO_Fa says:
XO/CO: Heading 142 mark 246
CO_Tucker says:
XO: None.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Puts the ship on yellow alert::
EO_Blark says:
CEO/EO: Sorry... ::picks the tool from the floor::  Self: Aahhh!
Host Bob_SM (Yellow Alert.wav)
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*MO*: Sorry MO but duty calls.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Raises shields::
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Anything else...?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: That's what makes us so good.  These people trust me to distribute orders, and I trust them to get the job done.  That's all I have to say.
MO_Ens_Lurky says:
*CTO*: that’s ok.. I'll keep the equipment nice and warm for ya..
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*MO*: Ok. ::Mutters to himself: Great.::
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Would you mind enduring my side of the story?
EO_Blark says:
::begins level 2 diagnostics from plasma cooler #1::
OPS_Cailand says:
::to herself, Raine raises an eyebrow at the Captain..  This may prove an interesting mission for them.....::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Yes, sir.  I will be.
CMO_Tunik says:
FCO: How... are you feeling today... Ms. Fa?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins to scan the area for any ships or other anomalies::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Both on short and long range sensors::
EO_Chapu says:
:: notes the Yellow Alert ::
FCO_Fa says:
::blinks and looks over at the person speaking to her:: CMO: I'm.. fine.  Who might you be?
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: FCO: I am Lieutenant Tunik. The ship's chief medical officer.
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: I have no qualms about how you run your staff. That's how it should be. But there is always room for improvement. Always another percentage point of efficiency or backup system stability to tweak out.
XO_Eden says:
::Sits back in her chair figuring that there's a reason for the Captain's silence on the mission but not liking it one bit at all::
EO_Blark says:
::overhears the CEO and EO chatting::
EO_Blark says:
::drops the tool once again:: Self: Aaahhh...
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: That's what keeps the best ships out of dock in the most adverse of conditions. That's why I came aboard. I got tired of cleaning up the mistakes of other ships' staffs. Yours is an exception, though.
FCO_Fa says:
::looks up at the yellow alert and then turns her attention back to the CMO:: CMO: Oh... Dr. Tunik.  I apologize, I haven't had the time to do much -- that's including reading the ship's roster.  ::smiles apologetically at him::
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks at Blark again:: EO: Except for him...
EO_Blark says:
::picks it up, notices it's broken::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Filled with anxiety, leaves office for TL::
Yeoman_Rien says:
::steps onto the bridge with a tray of drinks for the bridge officers:: All: Coffee anyone?
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Do you know this ship's history?
CMO_Tunik says:
FCO: No apologizing is necessary. However, I will need you to come in for a physical.
EO_Chapu says:
Blark:  Blark, be careful, man.  We don't have an endless supply of those.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters TL:: COMPUTER: Deck 13
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Only what I have been through.
EO_Blark says:
EO: Sorry, sir...  looks like this one is gone.  I'll pick up another.
FCO_Fa says:
::nods:: CMO: I understand.  Standard protocols and all.
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: What is our ETA?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Recalls all teams and puts them back on regular duties::
FCO_Fa says:
::glances over at her console and tries to figure out which button to press to engage yellow alert on her station.::
CEO_McDowell says:
::nods:: EO: Understandable. I took a moment to read up on it. Some other guy in my family apparently was the CEO around here a couple years back, during the second Borg Incursion. This ship followed that cube the whole fight through, went through more damage than most other ships, and yet got out of dock in half the time than the other salvaged hulls did.
CNS_Bauer says:
::On exiting TL on Deck 13 heads for Gym for an energy burning workout::
Yeoman_Rien says:
::walks over to the FCO:: FCO: Coffee ma'am?
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the FCO... before slowing moving toward the Captain... not getting in his way... but running scans on his bodily functions::
EO_Blark says:
::grabs a new one and returns to the plasma coolers::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks over at the Yeoman and raises an eyebrow, slightly frowning... hmm...::
FCO_Fa says:
CO: A couple of weeks sir, at high warp... Maybe Warp 8 or so 
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: I never met him, really. Didn't even know the guy, Rob whoever he was. Supposedly was a second cousin of mine or something. But the point is, he kept pushing for more, even past what others thought was needed.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Yes, sir.
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Damn, I would have liked about half that time.  Any way to change the laws of Physics?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Removes uniform and begins stretching before using the hydro-treadmill::
FCO_Fa says:
CO: Only if I'm Q, sir.
FCO_Fa says:
CO: Or if you're Q.  ::grins::
Yeoman_Rien says:
::gets no response so moves over to the XO:: XO: Coffee ma'am?
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: I have no doubts about your or your staff's ability. But there's always something for us to do. Some new trick to try out. Even maybe enough to write a paper to the Corps of Engineers.
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Can't help there... oh well.  ::Sighs::
EO_Blark says:
::picks up his tricorder, he's in doubt about the energy levels::
CMO_Tunik says:
::observes the Captain's stress levels... slowly rising... raises an eyebrow::
XO_Eden says:
Yeoman: No thanks, I've already had my dosage of caffeine this morning.  ::Smiles and motions that the Captain might not have::
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: I may seem case-hopping, but that's just how I am. But I don't make waves in staff, unlike others. We keep working and improving on what we have already. You and I will eventually know each other enough. I trust you and your staff to do things even better than right, and I hope you trust me in my wild persistence for more.
Yeoman_Rien says:
::smiles and turns towards the Captain:: CO: Coffee Captain? ::holds out the tray::
EO_Blark says:
::feels the panic::  CEO: Sir!!! ::yelling::
CEO_McDowell says:
::shoots a piercing glare at Blark:: EO: What is it NOW???
EO_Chapu says:
:: Turns :: EO : WHAT ?
EO_Blark says:
::reads it again, the same::  CEO:  The warp core is damaged!   Energy levels are critical!!!!!
CO_Tucker says:
::Takes a fresh cup and hands the Yeoman the now empty one he has::  Yeoman: Thank you.
FCO_Fa says:
CO: We will all do our best, sir.  ::taps her console::  Captain, I do recommend however, that we drop from maximum warp in about 6 hours, and drop to Warp 8.  Otherwise, we'll have to give the warp core a break, and that will make our trip longer.
EO_Blark says:
::looks closer at the tricorder, then realizes he was reading another field::
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks at Chapu:: EO: He's your man, still. Don't tell me he forgot how to calibrate it.
CMO_Tunik says:
::moves past the CO... Whose stress levels lowered again... moves on to the CSO... begins scans::
EO_Chapu says:
:: runs over and takes a look at the Tricorder ::
Yeoman_Rien says:
::leans closer:: CO: By the way Captain, your new uniform has been delivered to your quarters. I supervised the replication myself. ::smiles::
EO_Blark says:
CEO/EO:  Err...  sorry...  I was reading it the wrong way. ::giggles and shows the tricorder::
CSO_Shras says:
:: looks interestingly at the CMO ::
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: Can I help you doctor?
CEO_McDowell says:
::lets out a huff, growls:: Chapu: We'll work on him... ::extends hand:: Do you trust me?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Changes equipment to butterfly press::
EO_Chapu says:
EO_Blark:  Get with the program, Blark.
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns to see the CEO with his hand extended; raises his right eyebrow up and looks him over ::
EO_Blark says:
EO_Chapu:  Yes, the program........  What program?
CO_Tucker says:
::Smiles at the attractive young Yeoman::  Yeoman: Thank you very much.
CMO_Tunik says:
::stops looking at the scans:: CSO: I'm... testing a physiological hypothesis on mental and physical stress. There is a link... we know. If I can isolate it... I could very well prevent stresses of the mind from affecting the body... or vice versa.
Yeoman_Rien says:
::walks over to the science console:: CSO: Coffee sir?
Yeoman_Rien says:
CMO: Doctor, fresh coffee?
CO_Tucker says:
::Leers at Rien for just a bit, enough to just barely notice::
CSO_Shras says:
Yeoman: If it is Andorian, yes
CNS_Bauer says:
::Warmed up heads for pool to do laps::
CMO_Tunik says:
Rien: No thank you. I drink a specially made Vulcan tea.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: :: takes the CEO's hand and shakes it :: Yes, sir.  I . . . trust . . you.
Yeoman_Rien says:
CSO: Of course sir. I know you prefer that. :;holds out the tray::
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: By using the internal sensors you could do it without intervening and biasing the results....
Yeoman_Rien says:
CMO: Shall I fetch some for you?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices a slight power fluctuation in the AFT shielding:: *EO_Chapu*: I am getting some power fluctuation in the power grid for the AFT shielding can you check it out?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks to self on third length of pool  ‘Gotta get ole' Goliath to check out this pool::
EO_Chapu says:
*CTO*: Long time, no hear, Lt. Asmodeius.  I'll check it out now.
EO_Blark says:
::decides the plasma coolers are fine, then moves to work closer to the CEO and EO Chapu::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*EO_Chapu*: Same here good to hear you again.
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: Yes. However, I believe a more... personal testing will get better results. I can log the findings of individual crew. ::looks at the Yeoman:: Rien: That would be delightful. I will have a Silver Tea with... cherry.
EO_Chapu says:
:: returns to the central console and checks the power flow to the AFT shields ::
EO_Chapu says:
Self : Ahh haaa!
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Good, then. I'll let you work. I have others to pester over subspace. We'll meet tomorrow morning, 0800, for the department meeting. ::wheels around to Blark:: Blark: And I expect you to get a clue about how to do your job within the next week, or I'll "suggest" to Mr. Chapu here that you be reassigned to a training ship.
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: But your own presence and active scanning artificially raises the level of stress in some of the crew....
EO_Blark says:
EO_Chapu:  What?  What??
Yeoman_Rien says:
::smiles and walks over to the replicator on the far side of the bridge:: Computer: One Vulcan Silver Tea with cherry. ::waits for the cup to appear::
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: I also... feel I should be more... personable with my crew. I... ::thinks... looks around the bridge:: ... maybe I'll go back to sickbay.
EO_Blark says:
CEO:  Aye sir, it won't be a problem!  ::at attention, drops the tricorder::
CEO_McDowell says:
::picks up a PADD with some status reports, and starts to walk out of ME:: All: Have a productive day everyone.
Yeoman_Rien says:
::takes the cup and returns to the doctor:: CMO: Your tea sir. ::hands him the cup::
EO_Chapu says:
EO_Blark :  :: turns to Blark :: You need something, son ?
CNS_Bauer says:
::On 8th lap he begins to think of Captain Bauer, on a simple turn he hits his head::  SELF: OOoowwwww ::Continues with laps::
EO_Chapu says:
:: growls a little bit ::
FCO_Fa says:
::sighs, as the Yeoman didn't hear her request, and shakes her head:: Self: It's alright.  ::goes back to monitoring flight::
EO_Blark says:
::grabs the tricorder::  EO_Chapu:  No sir.  Need a hand?
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to Rien:: Rien: Thank you. ::accepts the Silver Tea:: CSO: I will... run scans from sickbay. ::proceeds to bridge exit::
EO_Chapu says:
EO_Blark :  I'll call if I need you.
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns back to the central console ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices that the power level are returning to normal with the precision that he is use too seeing from EO_Chapu::
EO_Blark says:
EO_Chapu:  Aye, aye. ::looks at the console that EO Chapu is working at::
CNS_Bauer says:
::13th lap lungs start to ache, arms and legs feel a burn::
Yeoman_Rien says:
::walks back to the Captain:: CO: Sir, I almost forgot, that item you requested from the Starbase has been forwarded to the cargo bay.
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: I have no problem with having you around doctor, it is nice to talk with you from time to time
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*: Computer, re-direct the power to the AFT Shields and clean power conductor Alpha-Zeta-Romeo-325.
CO_Tucker says:
Yeomen: Item?  Ah, yes.  Very good.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the turbolift:: Computer: Deck 5. ::gives the CSO a nod as the doors close::
EO_Blark says:
::thinks "hhhmmm  I bet it would be better if I enhance the shield's power, just like this", then touches the console, trying to enhance the shield's power::
CEO_McDowell says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 5 section 14.
Yeoman_Rien says:
::smiles:: CO: Rather large isn't it sir?
CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Begin running diagnostics on all weapons systems.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Can't seem to stop thou his body want him too.  Hears: "You're not good enough" repeatedly in his head in Captain Bauer's voice::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir.
CO_Tucker says:
Yeoman:  Oh, it's not that big... ::Smiles::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins to run diagnostics on all weapons systems::
XO_Eden says:
::Reads over department reports::
EO_Chapu says:
:: The computer finishes it;  decides to take a stroll down to Blark ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps combadge:: *CO*: Captain... when you have the chance... could I speak with you? It is... about my Starfleet career.
Yeoman_Rien says:
CO: I hope you enjoy it Captain. ::smiles and makes her way to the turbolift::
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE ENGINEER MAKES ADJUSTMENTS, THE POWER DISTRUBUTION IS DISRUPTED AND THE SHIELDS SHUT DOWN BY OVER 45%
CNS_Bauer says:
::A cramp in his left calve forces him to stop and walk it off:: SELF: Man, he won again.
CO_Tucker says:
::Stares at the Yeoman, not even noticing the comm from the Doctor::
EO_Chapu says:
:: looks over Blark's shoulder ::
EO_Blark says:
Self:  Huh?  ::notices the shields are now at 45%::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::finished reorganizing the medical supplies as the medical inventory says they are::
OPS_Cailand says:
::her attention is grabbed back by the console, and she checks it again.... :: CTO: Are you reading a failure in shield power?
EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the systems take a huge drop ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits turbolift... enters sickbay::
CEO_McDowell says:
::feels a shift in power:: Self: This will take time...
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices the drop in shield power:: *EO_Chapu*: What happened down their power levels dropped by 45% for the shields?
XO_Eden says:
::Vaguely noticing the CO's strange behavior::
OPS_Cailand says:
*ME*: Ops to Engineering......is everything working correctly down there?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: Yes I am on it now.
Yeoman_Rien says:
::turns and looks at the bridge staff:: Self: I love this job. ::steps into the lift still smiling::
EO_Blark says:
Self:  I didn't do it.
EO_Chapu says:
EO_Blark:  Blark!  Return those shield settings to normal
Host Bob_SM says:
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